NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

PAID STUDY -- Must be 18 years or older.

Name of study: Economic Choice Behavior

Purpose of study: To investigate processes involved in monetary choice

Name of experimenter: Oriel FeldmanHall, Ph.D

Name of faculty supervisor: Dr. Elizabeth Phelps

Location of study: Meyer Building, 6 Washington Place, Room 890

Specific requirements, e.g.,

Normal vision or corrected to normal vision, Good command of the English language, Must be 18 to 35 years of age, Must NOT be currently taking any anti-depressant or anti-anxiety medication, Must NOT be pregnant.

Type of activity, e.g.,

Play computerized version of an economic game where you decide about economic offers made to you by other individuals. Respond to various questionnaires.

Approximate length of time: 1 hour

Remuneration: You will be paid $10/hour with the possibility of winning additional compensation.

Contact information:

Name: Gus Baker

Email: socialneurosci@gmail.com
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